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Cantilever Racking Product Information

CANTILEVER
RACKING
Cantilever Racking is a system that is optimal for
the storage of long and bulky materials as no
structural part of the system interferers with the
handling of your product.
BHD’s superior designs provide direct access to
the storage unit and the easy adjustment and
reconfiguration of the height of the load level due
to the column to base bolt system making this
system the most versatile allowing for growth and
change.
The BHD Cantilever system has an extensive range
of arm and base combinations to suit all types of
applications.

APPLICATIONS
Aluminium
Awnings, Doors & Frames
Bulky Items
Frames and Trusses
Furniture
Hardware
Insulation
Plasterboard
Pipes and Tubes
Steel
Timber
Windows and Doors
Ideal for storing bulky or unusual
length configurations in packs or
unpallatised, clearspan cantilever
racking provides easy accessibility
and support of all your product
warehousing needs.
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OPTIONS
Single or Double sided
loading
Combined Bilateral Loading
Balanced load distribution
Indoor or Outdoor use powder coated or hot dipped
galvanised
Option to colour match to
company brand colours
Pivot arm technology

FEATURES
Easy access to product for
efficient supply chain
management
Reduces possible damage to
stored goods
Engineered to capacity holding
Column to base bolt system that
allows for maximum flexibility
The highest quality of steel and
hardware components

DESIGN &
INSTALLATION
BHD engineers will design the
most cost-effective cantilever
storage options to any client
specification. Our project design
is one our first responsibilities for
any given project. It is created
and centres On the need of our
clients and the project itself.
Manufactured to engineering
standards and designs, using the
highest quality materials.

SAFETY
Designed to withstand the
heaviest of work cycles using
high Strength carbon steel and
tested for strength and safety
using the latest finite
element method of software and
tools.

DAMAGE
PREVENTION
THROUGH
INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
Cantilever Racking Solutions can
offer businesses easy access
to products and efficient supply
chain management, reducing
possible damage to stored
goods.
BHD’s pivot arm technology
provides a preventative
measure against structural or
product damage.
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TECHNOLOGY
The BHD Cantilever System is formed by columns anchored into the ground with
cantilevered arms, adjustable in height and able to pivot. It enables the system to store
loads of different dimensions unlike conventional systems.
The BHD Cantilever Racking system is designed as an independent element from the
existing building, without any stress or pressure to the original structure and avoiding
foundation diggings. The BHD system also allows for complete dismantle and adjustability
thanks to the bolted joint structure giving your business complete flexibility.

SYSTEM OPTIONS
There are multiple options of systems and sizes of cantilever to absorb adjustable levels of
height and to manage volumetric changes of the load. Options include Light Duty, Medium
Duty and Heavy Duty Cantilever Racking.

LIGHT DUTY CANTILEVER

STANDARD CANTILEVER

HEAVY DUTY CANTILEVER

Perfect for hand loading with
height up to 3000mm.

Ideal for medium weight loading
with arm depth from 900mm1500mm and heights up to
5800mm

For bulky and heavy materials up
to 11500mm in height and arm
depths of 900-3000mm

For a free quote or to receive further information
E-mail: sales@bhdstorage.com.au, Freecall 13000 RACKING or visit
www.bhdstorage.com.au

